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Hi, and welcome to this week’s newsletter.
Online social networking is the primary skill that third sector organisations should be mastering
in 2019. It's quickly become the best way to build your charity's brand, fundraise and crowd
fund, and reach and convert more people to your cause - and all for basically no money except
a bit of extra time and dedication. Our social media course can show you how.
RVS volunteers are working closely with clinical teams to improve outcomes for older patients.
On hospital wards they help with exercise and activity sessions and in the community they also
support a prevention based service which focusses on nutrition, physical wellbeing and social
connectivity. Read their story here.
Thanks for reading, we’ll catch you again next week.

Funding latest
Sport Wales Development Grant

A grant of £1,501 to £25,000 is available to cover projects that establish a new sports
team, develop new training facilities or purchase much needed equipment.

The Waterloo Foundation

Between £5,000 - £25,000 is available to organisations under the categories of Caring
Wales, Working Wales and Educating Wales.

CLA Charitable Trust

Groups can apply for funding for projects which promote the Trust’s three aims.

Volunteering news
Royal Voluntary Service-volunteers improving mobility and wellbeing of
older patients
RVS volunteers are working closely with clinical teams to improve outcomes for older
patients.

Contributing to the Well-being of Future Generations
How can the voluntary sector contribute to the Well-being of Future Generations
Act? Visit one of the most popular pages on our website to find out everything
you need to know!

Training and Events
Introduction to safeguarding in the third sector (Wales)
Find out about safeguarding good practice in a third sector context
25 June 2019, Cardiff

Social media for the third sector

Build your online brand by learning to use social media as a tool for engagement
09 July 2019, Newport

Policy and projects
Call for nominations: Success stories of resistance

The European Civic Forum have launched a call for nomination for the next
report/magazine on civic space in the EU.

This week’s consultations

Looking at children and young people’s continuing care.

